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Abstract—Given the rampant growth of travel-related user-generated content on the Internet, this paper seeks to investigate the reliability of reviews in TripAdvisor, a popular travel review site. To support the goal, two objectives are submitted. The first is to locate clusters of highly-interlocked hotels that have been evaluated by a common pool of reviewers. This enables review baselines to be established, which in turn facilitates detection of anomalies. The second is to determine the inter-reviewer and intra-reviewer reliability of reviews. Results suggest that reviews in TripAdvisor could be largely reliable. The findings gleaned from the results are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The participatory nature of the Internet in recent years has led to an explosive growth of travel-related user-generated content. Consequently, the tourism industry has morphed into a social force [1] where users’ travel plans such as where to stay and what to do are largely shaped by the collective experiences and opinions of others.

Among various travel-related sites that support user generated content, TripAdvisor stands out most prominently in terms of usage and content [2]. Since its launch in 2000, it has garnered more than some 75 million reviews [3]. With such dime a dozen opinions, it is no wonder that TripAdvisor is recognized as an important information source among users for travel planning [4].

However, since reviews on TripAdvisor are not authenticated, they may not always be reliable. Some reviews could be biased and misleading while others could be frivolous and incomprehensible [5]. Despite community-policing measures such as the provision to flag dubious reviews, reliability on TripAdvisor remains a nagging question.

Hence, the overall goal of this paper is to study the reliability of user-generated content on the Internet, and in particular, reviews in TripAdvisor. To support this goal, two objectives are submitted. The first is to locate clusters of highly-interlocked hotels that have been reviewed by a common pool of users (henceforth, reviewers). Relying on the concept of ‘wisdom of crowds’, the identification of such clusters enables review baselines to be established, which in turn facilitates detection of anomalies. The second objective is to determine the reliability of reviews on two levels, namely inter-reviewer reliability and intra-reviewer reliability. The former refers to the extent to which star ratings given by reviewers in clusters of highly-interlocked hotels are comparable to those attracted by a given hotel in that cluster. The latter on the other hand refers to the extent to which the star rating given by a reviewer is consistent with the textual comments provided.

This paper is significant on two counts. One, TripAdvisor has been studied from various perspectives including the ways its website features and reviews engender personal and systems trust [6] and how its reviews have been used in different stages of travel planning [2]. Yet, few works explicitly examine whether reviews in TripAdvisor are reliable in the first place. This paper thus focuses on a pertinent issue that has not been widely explored. Two, scholarly interest in establishing reliability of reviews is hitherto has been either review-centric (e.g. [7]) or reviewer-centric (e.g. [8]). This paper not only combines both these approaches, but also uses social network analysis (SNA) as part of its methodology. It can therefore serve as a call for the development of more comprehensive approaches to study reliability of user-generated content.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. User-Generated Content in Tourism

As the participatory nature of the Internet permits easy contribution of user-generated content without any editorial control, sites such as TripAdvisor that allow users to share post-trip travel experiences have acquired immense popularity [9]. These sites serve as avenues where users can post reviews to delineate, relive and reconstruct their experiences in hotels to online communities beyond any spatial or temporal constraints. Since potential travelers can browse through experiences of others, it is no wonder that more users are tapping into reviews prior to travel planning [10].

Given the importance of reviews in the context of tourism, numerous studies have been conducted to examine their impact on users’ travel plans. For instance, in a study conducted to analyze the impact of reviews on the choice of holiday accommodation, it was found that more than 80% of users purchased accommodation recommended by reviews [11]. In another similar study, users were found to possess
proclivity in trusting reviews even though they were mostly contributed by anonymous reviewers [12]. It appears that users are generally willing to trust reviews and embrace vulnerabilities based on favorable expectations from their online peers [13]. However, little scholarly efforts have been trained on studying the reliability of reviews in the first place, a lacuna that this paper attempts to fill.

B. Reliability of Reviews

Reliability of reviews in sites such as TripAdvisor remains a nagging question due to three reasons. One, unlike sites such as eBay or Expedia that allow users who have completed actual transactions to write reviews, any user can post reviews for any hotels in TripAdvisor. While some reviews could be real accounts of users’ post-trip experiences, others could be maliciously contributed with business interests to promote or hurt the reputation of hotels [14]. Two, different reviewers have varying motivations to contribute reviews. While some hold altruistic commitments to write high quality reviews, others post frivolous or misleading reviews out of mischief [15]. Three, different users could have varying levels of expectation from the same hotel. When expectations differ, a hotel appreciated by a user could turn out abysmal for another [16].

For the purpose of this paper, reliability of reviews is established through two approaches. First, clusters of highly-interlocked hotels that have been evaluated by a common pool of reviewers are located. Identification of such clusters enables establishing review baselines by spotting users who could be potentially like-minded with one another in their review patterns, which in turn facilitates detection of anomalies. After all, one of the robust approaches users could follow to assess reliability of reviews in TripAdvisor lies in spotting reviewers who have commented on hotels where the user had already stayed to form a conjecture if their expectations can likewise be met [16].

Second, the reliability of reviews is further assessed on two levels, namely inter-reviewer reliability and intra-reviewer reliability. Inter-reviewer reliability is a measure of the extent to which star ratings given by reviewers in clusters of highly-interlocked hotels are comparable to those attracted by a given hotel in that cluster. Consistency in such rating patterns could suggest that the reviews are largely homogeneous and hence, reliable. Intra-reviewer reliability on the other hand refers to the extent to which the star rating given by a reviewer is consistent with the textual comments provided. This is particularly important because instead of being satisfied with star ratings, most users tend to look into the textual comments before making travel plans [17], [18]. Conceivably, if the rating and the comment of a given review are not consistent with each other, users may deem that review unreliable.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Data Collection

As indicated earlier, data for this paper were drawn from TripAdvisor, one of the most popular sources of reviews for hotels. Since its inception in 2000, it has garnered more than some 75 million reviews on about a quarter million hotels spread across 85,000 destinations worldwide and attracts around 40 million unique visitors per month on an average [3], [7], [19].

For the purpose of this paper, all hotels in Singapore that were featured in TripAdvisor as of August, 2011 were chosen for analysis. A web scraper was used to collect reviews posted from January, 2004 to December, 2010 for the hotels. The data items retrieved for the hotels include name, average reviewer rating and star rating. For all reviewers who evaluated the hotels, the data items retrieved include reviewer ID, number of reviews, hotels that they have reviewed, rating for the current hotel, textual comment and date of review. Reviews that were not in English were eliminated. The final dataset admitted for analysis included a total of 249 hotels in Singapore that cumulatively attracted 19,691 reviews from 17,021 unique users.

B. Data Analysis

Data analysis for this paper not only combines review-centric and reviewer-centric approaches, but uses SNA as part of its methodology. It was a three-step process. In the first step, SNA was used to find highly-interlocked hotels that have been evaluated by a common pool of reviewers. For this purpose, the 249 hotels x 249 hotels adjacency matrix was fed into UCINET. When a reviewer of one hotel submits an entry for another hotel, an interlock is said to be formed between the two hotels under consideration [20]. On the other hand, a hotel remains isolated if it does not share reviews contributed by at least one reviewer who has also evaluated another hotel. For the purpose of this paper, a hotel is said to be highly-interlocked if it has five or more interlocks.

In the second step, a reviewer-centric approach will be used to determine inter-reviewer reliability. Reviews posted by the top 100 reviewers in terms of volume of entries contributed for the highly-interlocked hotels will be used for further analysis. Specifically, a quantitative approach will be used to examine the extent to which ratings given by reviewers in clusters of highly-interlocked hotels are comparable to those attracted by a given hotel in the cluster.

In the third step, a review-centric approach will be used to study intra-reviewer reliability. Specifically, extreme positive reviews (those with five-star reviewer rating) and extreme negative reviews (those with one-star reviewer rating) contributed by the top 100 reviewers for the highly-interlocked hotels would be analyzed qualitatively to disinter the consistency between ratings and textual comments.

IV. RESULTS

A. Descriptive Statistics

Among the 249 hotels in Singapore, two-star hotels were most abundant (113). They were followed by four-star hotels (67), three-star hotels (43), five-star hotels (23) and one-star hotels (3).

In terms of reviewer ratings, five-star hotels were rated
most favorably (4.26). They were followed by four-star hotels (3.69), one-star hotels (3.16), two-star hotels (2.92) and three-star hotels (2.65). Reviewers contributed 1.16 reviews on an average. The lowest number of reviews contributed by a reviewer was 1 while the highest was 16.

B. Results of SNA

The results of SNA indicated 58 isolated hotels that were not evaluated by any reviewer who had also commented on some other hotel in Singapore. These included 39 two-star hotels, 17 three-star hotels and two four-star hotels. The remaining 191 hotels (249 - 58) were interlocked cumulatively accounting for 4,192 interlocks with one another.

The highly-interlocked hotels with five or more interlocks were used for further analysis. There were 46 such hotels accounting for 310 interlocks with one another. The hotels included three three-star hotels, 23 four-star hotels and 20 five-star hotels. Fig. 1 shows the interlocking patterns of the 46 hotels. The thickness of an edge between two hotels denotes the pool of common reviewers for both hotels. The highest number of interlocks was found to be 24 between Pan Pacific Singapore and Crowne Plaza Hotel Changi Airport.

![Fig. 1. Interlocking patterns of the 46 hotels with more than five connections.](image)

C. Reliability of users

Reviews posted by the top 100 reviewers in terms of volume of entries for the selected 46 interlocked hotels were used for further investigation. The top 100 reviewers contributed 424 reviews with an average of 8.83 reviews per hotel.

The minimum number of reviews contributed by these reviewers for the 46 hotels was 1 while the maximum number was 14. Specifically, the three three-star hotels attracted 13 reviews with an average reviewer rating of 3.50, the 23 four-star hotels attracted 152 reviews with an average of 3.63, and the 20 five-star hotels attracted 259 reviews with an average of 4.05.

To study inter-reviewer reliability, the reviewer’s rating for a given hotel was compared with the average reviewer rating for the hotel. For the purpose of this paper, rating difference (RD) of a review posted by a reviewer for a given hotel is defined as the difference between the reviewer’s rating and the hotel’s average reviewer rating. Put differently, RD would be positive for users who were overly impressed with a given hotel vis-à-vis other users, but it would be negative for users who were mostly dissatisfied vis-à-vis others.

If the absolute value of RD for a given reviewer is bounded within 1, such reviews can be considered as fairly reliable. The dataset revealed that 84 of the 100 reviewers contributed reviews with a mean RD of less than one. This suggests that reviews in TripAdvisor largely exhibited inter-reviewer reliability. Of the remaining 16 users, two had a positive mean RD while 14 had a negative mean RD. It appears that though the 46 hotels were top hotels, they often failed to live up to users’ expectations. This in turn raises concerns about the reliability of reviews posted by the two users with positive RD. On delving deeper, it was found that both the users reviewed only five-star hotels. Perhaps, they were familiar only with five-star hotels and generally provided lenient ratings. Hence, their ratings might not be objective insofar as appraising services in five-star hotels.

To study intra-reviewer reliability, a qualitative analysis was conducted on the extreme positive and negative reviews contributed by the top 100 reviewers to determine if ratings were consistent with textual comments. In particular, there were 126 extreme positive reviews and 12 extreme negative reviews.

Among the extreme positive reviews, 103 were consistent and discussed only about the merits of hotels. For example, a user commented about a five-star hotel, “...Cannot fault it from the moment we stepped out of our taxi...Stay there at least once in your life - you won’t regret it.” Another user posted about a four-star hotel, “...Stayed in the executive floor, very good service, excellent breakfast...excellent swimming pool area... no problem getting taxis either.” Among the extreme negative review, all were consistently fraught with lambasting comments, often supplemented with sarcasm. For example, a user commented about a four-star hotel, “...Service at this hotel was great from start to finish...The only complaints I'd note were...” Yet another user indicated, “...When we saw our room my heart sank. TINY! ... What was I paying for??... How does this HOTEL earn 4 stars???” This suggests that reviews in TripAdvisor largely exhibit intra-reviewer reliability.

However, there were 23 extreme positive reviews that were inconsistent. Even though those reviews indicated a five-star reviewer rating, the textual comments contained noticeable complaints. For example, a user commented about a five-star hotel, “...Service at this hotel was great from start to finish...The only complaints I’d note were...” Yet another user indicated, “I am a regular at this hotel almost every time I visit Singapore... It's a great hotel with pretty much everything...However, this last trip...” Such reviews could be ambiguous and may not be reliable.

Furthermore, it was found that all extreme negative reviews were lengthy and criticized hotels comprehensively. On the other hand, numerous positive extreme reviews were terse. For example, a user commented about a five-star hotel, “Grt place with luxury away from crowd”. Another user mentioned, “From arrival to departure all was fantastic, all staff very helpful and friendly.” Such succinct negative extreme reviews were however inconspicuous.
Three major findings could be gleaned from the results. One, reviews in TripAdvisor fared well in terms of both inter-reviewer and intra-reviewer reliability. This is in line with prior studies such as [7] which also suggested that the vast majority of reviews in TripAdvisor could be reliable. Of late however, there have been a few instances of hotels either asking workers to post fake reviews in TripAdvisor [21] or incentivizing travelers to write glowing comments in the site by offering discounts [22]. In this context, it is important to note that the dataset for this paper included reviews contributed from 2004 to 2010. At a time when social media was still growing, it seems that users have been contributing largely reliable reviews. To maintain the integrity of such reliable corpora of reviews in sites like TripAdvisor, it is important to thwart growing instances of posting misleading reviews.

Two, there were a few instances when the reliability of reviews was called into question. For example, there were 23 reviews with five-star ratings that highlighted demerits of hotels. Such reviews could be ambiguous and unreliable for users. Furthermore, there were six instances in the dataset where a reviewer was found to evaluate the same hotel twice. For example, a reviewer contributed two five-star reviews for a five-star hotel in 2009 and 2010. The first read “This hotel is absolutely amazing...Highly recommended!!” while the second indicated “Every time I go...I find it even better than the time before...” However, for a four-star hotel, the review posted by a reviewer in 2008 contradicted the one contributed in 2010. While the former criticized the hotel and indicated “This hotel was a disaster...”, the latter applauded stating “The hotel has an amazing...” There was no mention about his previous comment in the second review. Such dubious cases suggest that even though reviews in TripAdvisor could be largely reliable, they should be taken with a pinch of salt [21], [22].

Three, no one-star or two-star hotels in the dataset emerged as highly-interlocked. Greater interlocks among top hotels imply that such hotels tend to attract a common pool of users who are largely mobile, travel frequently and do not stick to the same hotel across multiple visits. On the other hand, low-tiered hotels attract users who either travel less or stay in the same hotel over multiple visits. Similar to the findings in [7], the volume of reviews attracted by top hotels outnumbered that by low-tiered hotels. Hence, it is no wonder that such top hotels would have more common reviewers among one another, and hence, greater interlocks. This also implies that prolific reviewers who contribute numerous reviews generally frequent top hotels. This justifies why most reviews in TripAdvisor are contributed for top hotels by reviewers who are highly educated with relatively higher levels of income [7], [23], [24]. It is to be acknowledged however that the lack of interlocks among low-tiered hotels did not facilitate a fair analysis of the reliability of reviews contributed for such hotels. This remains a limitation of the paper that future research should address.

Given that user-generated on the Internet may not always be reliable, this paper investigated the reliability of reviews in TripAdvisor, a popular review site for sharing travel-related information. First, using SNA, clusters of highly-interlocked hotels that have been evaluated by a common pool of reviewers were located. On establishing review baselines, the inter-reviewer and intra-reviewer reliability of contributions was studied using reviewer-centric and review-centric approaches respectively. Results suggest that reviews in TripAdvisor could be largely reliable.

The contribution of this paper is two-fold. One, it offers insights into the pertinent issue on reliability of reviews, an area of research that has not been adequately explored. The results suggest that reviews in TripAdvisor could be fairly reliable. However, there are also cases where reliability of reviews could be questionable. This suggests that review sites such as TripAdvisor should employ more stringent gate-keeping procedures to render more reliability to the site. Users may also utilize the findings of this paper to conjecture which reviews are likely to be reliable for making travel plans. Two, to the best of our knowledge, this paper represents one of the earliest attempts to amalgamate SNA, reviewer-centric and review-centric approaches to analyze reliability of reviews. By serving as a call for the development of more comprehensive approaches to study reliability of user-generated content, this paper represents a modest attempt to expand the boundaries of extant research methodologies.

However, there are some limitations inherent in the paper that future research needs to address. For one, the dataset used for analysis comprised hotels only within Singapore. Future research can include a more comprehensive dataset to offer better generalizability of findings. Two, the results are constrained by the window of data collection period. Interlock analyses on reviews contributed from January, 2004 to December, 2010 failed to capture the richness and complexity of temporal dynamics. It was possible for two hotels to be interlocked even though a reviewer had contributed review for one hotel in 2004 and for the other in 2010. Future research can include a more granular analysis based on such temporal variations. Three, data were collected during the period when social media was still growing. Perhaps, it was a time when malpractices such as posting of irrelevant and misleading reviews were not too rampant, which in turn, painted a reliable picture of reviews in TripAdvisor. Similar scholarly inquiry using more recent dataset is needed to analyze longitudinally the reliability patterns of such reviews. Four, given that this paper was primarily based on scraped data, future research can also look to develop a system that will allow real users of the system to rate and comment on the reliability of reviews.
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